
Volleyball Schedule Notes 2016 
 

A-team specific 

- The A-team schedule has more detail to it such as indicating “off” days for teams & to signify when a 

team was playing another for the second time. This was to simply help with seeding for the 

tournament & to make the B-team schedule less cluttered.  
 

- In the pages below the schedule I listed each team, who they play (home & away), number of games, 

and some reasoning why they have those number of games. We tried to balance home & away as 

much as possible (some breaks really made that tough, so I apologize if any have a long stretch of away 

games). The intent was to get every team opposite of the location they played the year before. Again, 

some minor inconveniences are always inevitable.  
 

- Everyone should play everyone at least once. The games marked with an asterisk indicate that is the 

second time those two teams meet and WILL NOT count in tournament standings. Only the first match 

between the two schools will play a role in seeding. 
 

- A- team games will typically be played at 4:30pm (following the B game). In the instance where it is an 

A-only game (example: anyone playing AT Cross of Glory), teams may begin play @ 4:00pm if mutually 

agreed upon by both ADs. Please make this time- change well known to all! 
 

- Teams will have a total of 7, 8, or 9 games (exception, Peridot). The reasoning behind this is that 

everyone plays each other once, and we tried to keep those with “extra” games to stay local of one 

another. ADs are perfectly welcome to schedule more “extra” games if they wish. Please contact the 

opposing school’s AD if you wish to do so. 

B-team specific  

- Games begin at 3:30pm when there is an A-team game to follow. In the instance of a B-only game 

(example, when any school plays AT Pilgrim), games may begin at 4:00pm if mutually agreed upon by 

both ADs. Please make this time-change well known to all!  
 

- Pilgrim will always play at the same site as Cross of Glory (COG), whenever they play AWAY. Again, 

anyone playing AT Pilgrim this year is a B-only game.  

General notes 

- If there is a cancellation or another problem with a specific date on the schedule, please contact the 

opposing AD to reschedule.  

- All teams that have BOTH an A & B team should be playing at the same location every date (the 

exception would be for those teams playing Peridot).  (Note that there are some cases in which a 

school’s A-team may be “off”, but their B-team still plays @ Pilgrim).  

- **PLEASE refer to the rules tri-fold to review all rules with officials. A copy is available online at: 

www.bit.ly/bclal ** 

http://www.bit.ly/bclal

